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I've owned this car for almost two years and will be sad to see it go. From what I understand
this car has lived its entire life in the Seattle area which is why the body is in such great shape
and has been garage kept for as long as I've owned the car. The odometer reads 15, though
actual miles are unknown. As the pictures show this is a beautiful car which you just don't see
very often. Stock USDM bumpers have been removed in favor of chrome bumpers that were
only offered in other world markets. The tail lights have been replaced with JDM style lights.
Before I purchased the car the prior owner had the front end steering links redone so it drives
great down the road. I since purchased a donor car and installed a complete black interior along
with a Nardi wood steering wheel, a suede headliner and Recaro seats which keep you right
where you need to be. The dash pad is in excellent shape as pictured. Original radio and bezels
come with the car, I removed them to install an aftermarket unit but I did not get to that project.
The car was originally green as seen in the engine bay and there is some surface rust which has
bubbled the paint on the rear fender lips and trunk gasket lip both pictured. The stock sound
deadening material was removed in favor of dynomat throughout the interior and the floor is in
great shape. My plans for the car included upgrading the drivetrain including installing a manual
transmission. Currently there is a clutch master cylinder and clutch pedal installed in the car.
This car has started every time and I have encountered no issues whatsoever. I would not be
hesitant to takethis car anywhere. The transmission does leak some oil that appears to be from
the pan gasket. My intentions were to install a 5 speed so I wasn't overly concerned with this.
The transmission has always shifted firmly showing no signs of slippage. This car is a perfect
platform for an enthusiast to take to the next level. The body is in great shape for its age and
turns heads everywhere it goes. These don't hit the market very often, especially in this
condition, so don't miss out on this opportunity! Putting a sporty coupe body over basic sedan
mechanicals is a time-honored strategy in the automobile business. None employed it with
more spectacular success than Ford in the mids with the Mustang. Toyota obviously was
paying attention, because in it did a similar thing with its ho-hum Corona sedan, creating the
Celica, a car that would become a minor sensation for the fast-growing Japanese brand. Five
years later, Toyota took another page from the Mustang's playbook by bringing out a second
body style, the Celica GT Liftback. If anything, the hatchback even more closely copied from the
Mustang, with its triple rectangular taillights, trim bits behind each rear-quarter window,
pronounced haunches, and slight up-kick at the back of the rear fenders. Like the Mustang, both
the notchback and hatchback Celicas had sport-coupe proportions, with a long hood and a
small passenger compartment. And like the Mustang, the Celica looked good. In an era when
Japanese car styling was often just a bit off, the Celica -- particularly in Liftback form -- was
undeniably handsome. Perhaps that's why, for those who came of age in the late '70s and early
'80s, the Celica was a desirable machine. At the time, Japanese economy cars were everywhere
-- the result of gas-price panics in and -- but the Celica was one of the few that actually managed
to be cool. Although the Celica doesn't have anywhere near the following of the Mustang, it can
still turn heads today. Certainly this silverexample, which has less than 10, miles on the clock,
turned the head of Tommy Sullivan, a police captain in Larchmont, New York. He spied it parked
at a service station where it was getting its New York State annual inspection. Sullivan, who has
owned a string of modern Toyotas, says, "I just love the old Japanese stuff. But my sister's
boyfriend had a Corolla Liftback, which I thought was the neatest car. And I ended up learning
to drive a stick shift on a Datsun B After high school, I had a '73 Camaro, but then my friend got
a Datsun Z and I begged him to trade me. But he couldn't stop thinking about the Celica that
he'd seen at that service station. One year later, he saw it there again, and this time Sullivan
tracked down the owner, who had bought it new. Eventually the owner, who was getting on in
years, agreed to sell the Celica. The car had miles. The salt will kill it. Salt and the resulting rust
certainly decimated lots of the Celica's siblings, at least in the Northeast. As popular as this car
was when it was new, you seldom see one on the road today. That's what makes Sullivan's
Toyota such an utter time machine. To see it is to immediately be transferred back to the '70s. It
helps that this example is bone stock -- right down to its fourteen-by-five-and-a-half-inch styled
steel wheels -- and that its silver color is that of the brochure car. Open the lightweight door,
and you're hit with the smell of warm vinyl. The seats are low, and the windshield is narrow by
today's standards. The back seats are even lower and definitely cramped under that sloping
hatchback, but people were thinner back then. Insert the key, and the high-pitched seatbelt
warning buzzer sounds -- a not-so-pleasant flashback. The four-cylinder fires right up once we
remember to give it a little gas. The 2. For , output was 96 hp -- not much compared with today's
sporty cars, but then neither is the Celica's weight, at about pounds. Still, acceleration is
leisurely, and the car doesn't isolate you from the engine's machinations. There's an honest,
mechanical movement to the gearshift, which is rather tall, and the clutch is very easy to
modulate -- just the thing for all those young drivers still getting the hang of a stick shift. The

thin-rimmed steering wheel is leather-wrapped or is that vinyl? Apparently, we were stronger
back then, too. The Celica can be modified, of course, for increased performance, but much of
the car's charm comes from seeing it the way it looked back in the day. Engine: 2. Years
produced: Number sold: , U. The Celica GT Liftback was a fun, sporty car that appealed to
young buyers in the mid-'70s, and if you were one, the car's scarcity today makes it a powerful
time machine. Celica mechanicals are simple and durable, but the bodies are rust-prone and
sheetmetal parts are not available. Neither are many other parts besides basic mechanical items
many of which are common to other Toyotas , so it's especially important to buy a car in the
best possible condition. A GT Liftback that has been kept original is preferable to one that's
suffered a lot of questionable modifications. Close Ad. Joe Lorio writer Jim Fets photographer.
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or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of
date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The seller is the third owner
of this beauty. When he passed away in , the car was stored in a garage by his wife at 13, miles.
When she passed way in , the car was sold by her son to a Dealer Exotic Classic Motorcars on
the east coast. This is the last year of the first-generation Celica. No body damage ever. This
could be how or at least why this car has lasted for so long in such nice condition â€” the
automatic transmission. The velcro can be removed. Engine oil was changed regularly, every 5,
miles. Photo looks more like The Dalles, rather than Hood River when you consider the vacant
business buildings in the background. I love these and would have told my son about it, but an
automatic? I would rather have teeth pulled. My son would love an older Japanese car, but
pleaseâ€¦. True that a manual transmission car is more desirable in a collector car. The reason
so many older cars come up for sale equipped with an automatic is because most people buy
an automatic. The vast majority of cars sold are automatic equipped. One reason is that
automatics of this vintage sucked, and combined with low output engines performance was
significantly impacted. So lots of people did opt for stick shifts, and frankly most of that
generation could actually drive them. Nice car! Although I personally prefer the coupe styling,
both of these cars look great. Lovely looking Celica GT. This has always been my favourite
generation Toyota Celica. Old used cars is kind of what this site is all about. Very true. I had a
77 fastback. I loved it. Had a 5 speed and 22R engine. Ran great and good gas mileage. I kept it
till 83 when I traded it for an 83 S10 Blazer. In 83 to was starting to that, even though it had
Rusty Jones understating. So much for Japenese steel back then. It ran and drove, the body
was decent, but has been rattle canned red but interior was shot. Turns out it ran but needed
the carb rebuilt and the front suspension was shot from the gravel roads in the area. It had
faded original red paint, and only one rust hole the size of my little finger at the bottom of the
rear window. I swapped the whole front suspension out of the parts car with around 6 or 8 bolts!
I thought I made out like a bandit, but could kick myself for not hanging on to it. I left him a note
asking him to come get the parts car or at least bring the old axle back so the parts car would
be mobile. I went back by and called him several times with no reply. Finally after a couple more
weeks, I was done. I scooped the car from behind with my loader and a chain and headed to his
house. No charge for the delivery! I had a red 74 ST coupe that was a great car. I had put spoke
wheels on it and larger tires. At the time, I was trading cars on a regular schedule, so I only had
it a couple years. Pretty sure I have seen this car around. I actually thought of knocking on their
door to see if they might be interested in selling it every time I see it. I wish I could edit what I
said earlier. I used to be able to go back and edit my comment when I realized that I made a
mistake and re-post the comment. Don't post your car for sale in the
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